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Abstract 

In countries with universal access to early childhood education and care (ECEC), child 

participation is high across a range of socioeconomic groups. However, ECEC quality is often 

varying, and many children spend much time in ECEC settings that are not necessarily high 

quality. In this observational study, we therefore examined the relationship between observed 

ECEC quality and children’s cognitive development at age three years in Norway–a country that 

provides universal access to ECEC from age one. The sample comprised 800 children, enrolled 

in 83 ECEC centers, who were assessed in verbal and non-verbal cognitive ability. ECEC quality 

was measured with the Infant/Toddler Environment Rating Scale (ITERS-R), and cognitive 

outcomes were measured with the Naming Vocabulary and Picture Similarities subtests of the 

British Ability Scales III (BAS III). The results showed that children’s cognitive development at 

age three was not associated with ECEC quality; irrespective of socioeconomic background. 

Keywords: early childhood education and care; cognitive development; ECEC quality; 

socioeconomic differences; GoBaN; 
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Because children’s cognitive developmental trajectories cannot be explained by heritability alone 

(Haworth et al., 2010), childhood experiences play an important role. In developed countries, 

many of these early-years experiences stem from early childhood education and care (ECEC) 

(OECD, 2015). The shift from parental care to institutional center-based care therefore gives rise 

to questions about how children are affected cognitively. Since cognitive abilities early in life 

predict future development and life chances (e.g., Knudsen, Heckman, Cameron, & Shonkoff, 

2006; Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000), providing high quality care and stimulating ECEC 

environments has frequently been proposed as a way of reducing social disparities in children’s 

development (e.g., Burchinal, Zaslow, & Tarullo, 2016; Heckman, 2006; OECD, 2012). 

However, much of the current evidence on the effect of ECEC quality on children’s cognitive 

development comes from the U.S.–a sociopolitical context where children either attend targeted 

programs for disadvantaged children, or market-based programs chosen by parents. Yet, in many 

developed countries, ECEC is increasingly being used by a wide range of socioeconomic groups, 

exposing children with diverse backgrounds to ECEC settings that vary in quality. In this study, 

we therefore examine the relationship between ECEC quality and early cognitive development in 

a context of universal access to ECEC from age one (Norway). Furthermore, we examine 

whether disadvantaged children gain more from ECEC quality at all levels than their more 

advantaged peers. 

 

Does ECEC Quality Predict Improved Cognitive Development? 

In U.S. studies, the efficacy of high quality ECEC programs in improving disadvantaged 

children’s cognitive development has been shown to be relatively consistent across studies (see 

Camilli, Vargas, Ryan, & Barnett, 2010), albeit with more recent studies reporting somewhat 

lower effect sizes (see Duncan & Magnuson, 2013), and with effects sometimes diminishing 
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over time (e.g., Barnett, 2011). Targeted programs that are specifically tailored to the needs of at-

risk children and their families have generally proved relatively effective at compensating for 

inadequate home environments (as reviewed by Camilli, Vargas, Ryan, & Barnett, 2010)–at least 

in the short-term. These studies, however, have tended to measure the impact of high quality 

ECEC as contrasted with no center-based child care, rather than measuring the effectiveness of 

observed ECEC quality at different levels. Today, in many countries there is increasing ECEC 

availability–often at heavily subsidized prices–and ECEC is becoming a viable option for many 

families with children between 0-6 years, irrespective of family background. For these families, 

the question is not so much whether to use ECEC or not, but which ECEC center to use. 

Previous studies examining relationship between variability in ECEC quality and 

cognitive outcomes have typically found relatively weak associations (Burchinal, Kainz, & Cai, 

2011)–indicating that quality itself may be less important than simply attending ECEC at all 

(NICHD & Duncan, 2003). In contrast, a large-scale European study (EPPE / EPPSE) found 

substantial benefits of quality on long-term cognitive outcomes for high and medium quality 

ECEC, whereas low quality ECEC fared little better than home care (Sylva, Melhuish, 

Sammons, Siraj-Blatchford, & Taggart, 2011). It has also been suggested that the magnitude of 

associations found in many studies may potentially have been underestimated due to model 

misspecifications, as proposed by Hatfield, Burchinal, Piantac, and Sideris (2016) who found 

indication that the relationship between observed quality and developmental outcomes may be 

non-linear rather than linear; linear being the most frequently modeled functional. Since Hatfield 

et al. found associations to be mostly evident in the upper part of the quality range, this could 

indicate that a minimum quality threshold level may be necessary for children to benefit 

substantially. 
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Does High Quality ECEC Reduce Social Discrepancies in Cognitive Outcomes? 

 The link between socioeconomic status (SES), a concept relating to a family’s social and 

economic position, and children’s development has been well-established, and studies have 

shown SES to be predictive of a variety of outcomes such as health, socioemotional development 

and cognitive development (Bradly & Corwyn, 2002; Hackman & Farah, 2009). The idea that a 

stimulating and enriched learning environment can promote development in children from 

disadvantaged (low SES) families has therefore been argued by many (e.g., Leseman & Slot, 

2014; Magnuson & Shager, 2010; Sylva, Melhuish, Siraj-Blatchford, & Taggart, 2004)–a claim 

that has largely been substantiated by evidence from targeted programs and interventions (see 

Camilli et al., 2010; Duncan & Magnuson, 2013). However, the extent to which high quality 

ECEC is more strongly associated with cognitive outcomes for disadvantaged children as 

compared with more advantaged children is less clear. For instance, Dearing and McCartney 

(2009) found that the more children from low income families had attended above average 

quality care prior to school entry, the smaller was the difference in middle school achievement 

compared to their more affluent peers–regardless of these peers’ experiences of quality of care. 

Several meta-analyses have however failed to find stronger effects for disadvantaged children 

(e.g., Burchinal et al., 2011; Keys et al., 2013). Despite the theoretical underpinnings of 

compensatory effects of higher quality ECEC on cognitive development for disadvantaged 

children (Ceci & Papierno, 2005), it is uncertain whether observed ECEC quality is, in fact, the 

critical ingredient. 

Parental self-selection is a notable issue potentially affecting results in most studies 

assessing the effect of ECEC quality on cognitive outcomes (e.g., NICHD & Duncan, 2003). 

Parents make active choices when choosing which ECEC centers to use, and researchers mostly 
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rely on controlling statistically for possible confounders (e.g., family income & education) to 

attempt to reduce the chances of selection bias from contaminating the results. Studies that have 

used experimental or quasi-experimental designs to counteract this potential source of bias, 

however, have found effect sizes mostly on par with previous meta-analyses (e.g., Auger, Farkas, 

& Burchinal, 2014). Nevertheless, it is unclear how self-selection manifests itself in a context of 

universal access, such as in Norway. Although parents have freedom of choice to select ECEC 

centers based on their own preferences, they may nonetheless be unable to discern high quality 

centers from low quality centers without adequate information, expertise or insight. Previous 

studies have shown some socio-demographic selection in timing of ECEC entry in Norway, with 

more advantaged parents tending to enroll their children earlier (e.g., Sibley, Dearing, 

Toppelberg, Mykletun, & Zachrisson, 2015; Zachrisson, Janson, & Nærde, 2013), but whether 

parents systematically differ in their ability to select ECEC centers based on objective quality 

criteria, depending on their socioeconomic background, is uncertain. 

 

ECEC in Norway 

Over the last few decades, Norway has expanded its ECEC sector considerably in order 

to provide universal access. Today, ECEC is heavily subsidized by the government, with a price-

cap on family deductibles set to 2,703 NOK per month (equivalent to 305 Euros), with further 

reduced rates for low-income families (with a combined annual salary of less than 486,750 

NOK–equivalent to 54 847 Euros) having to pay no more than 6% of their total income on full-

time ECEC (ca. 7-9 hours per day). The most financially disadvantaged families (with a 

combined annual income of less than 417,000 NOK–equivalent to 46,988 Euros) are offered 

part-time ECEC (20 hours per week) for all children 3-5 years of age free of charge (The 
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Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training, 2016b). ECEC is available from age one (for 

all children who have turned one-year-old within 1. September of the current year) (Norwegian 

Ministry of Education and Research, 2005). Uptakes are annual, and availability is guaranteed 

for all children with a statutory right; additional admissions are provided in accordance with 

local capacity, thus leaving the possibility for infants younger than 1 year old, or children 

without a statutory right to be admitted on regular terms. ECEC is also a widely popular welfare 

benefit, as the vast majority (> 90%) of children between 1 and 5 years attend either public or 

private ECEC centers in Norway. Most of them (> 80%) are enrolled as infants or toddlers (1-2 

years), and attend full-time (Statistics Norway, 2016). Although some children are enrolled 

before the age of 1 year, these represent only 3.7% of the demographic (The Norwegian 

Directorate for Education and Training, 2016a).  

Both private and public centers have equal status, are subject to the same governmental 

regulations, and receive equal financial support (Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research, 

2016a). As such, private and public centers are unlikely to differ substantially in terms of quality.  

To ensure quality, all ECEC centers are required to implement guidelines from a national 

framework plan (Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research, 2011) into their curriculum, 

and conduct annual self-reports to their respective municipalities (local governments). The 

municipalities (and recently the County Governors) oversee all ECEC centers, and also conduct 

site inspections (Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research, 2005, 2016b)–albeit relatively 

infrequently (Gulbrandsen & Eliassen, 2013). However, it is worth noting the double role of 

municipalities as both supervisory authority and center owner. Given that municipalities run 

many of the centers which they are set to inspect, the expediency of such a quality control 

mechanism can be called into question–as conflicts of interest may occur. 
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The Present Study 

 In the present study, we investigated the relationship between ECEC quality and 

cognitive development at age three years in Norway. Because Norway provides universal access 

to ECEC, we were able to examine this relationship across a range of quality levels for different 

socioeconomic groups. We hypothesized that higher levels of quality are associated with higher 

cognitive performance at age 3, and that this association is moderated by socioeconomic 

background (i.e. parental income level and education). 

 

Methods 

Sample and Procedure 

 We used data from the first wave of Better Provision for Norway’s Children in Early 

Childhood Education (BePro / GoBaN), a study of the use of ECEC and child outcomes in 

Norway. The study was approved by the Norwegian Center for Research Data (NSD) and the 

Norwegian Data Protection Authority. The sample consisted of 800 children (49.5% girls, age at 

cognitive assessment: M = 35.2 months, SD = 2.3 months) from 83 public and private ECEC 

centers located in proximity to major universities or university colleges, across 7 municipalities 

(Akershus, Nordland, Oslo, Rogaland, Telemark, Troms, Vestfold)–constituting a geographically 

diverse sample. Participants were selected through cluster randomization; a process in which 

ECEC centers are randomly drawn from a pool, and eligible attending children are subsequently 

recruited to the study. All parents with children born in 2011 or 2012, who attended a selected 

center, received an offer of participation–of which an estimated 60-70% accepted. Informed 

written consent was provided by parents on behalf of their children. 
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Data collection included an assessment session with the children, interviews with parents, 

and observations of quality within each unit (‘classroom’) in the ECEC centers. Prior to child 

assessments, fieldworkers spent time playing and getting to know the children by visiting their 

classrooms. Child assessment took place in a vacant room in the ECEC center, accompanied by a 

caregiver familiar to the child. The caregivers were instructed not to assist the children in solving 

the tasks, but to make sure the children felt relaxed and secure. Resource limitations necessitated 

that multiple children were assessed per visit, inducing some variance in children’s test age–

ranging from 31 months to 43 months (M = 35.2, SD = 2.3). Children’s exact ages were recorded 

at assessment. Background information was collected through structured interviews with 

participants’ mothers, fathers or both–by trained research assistants in the ECEC centers during a 

weekday. Information on which parent was present during the interview was not recorded.   

 

Measures 

Cognitive outcomes. Cognitive ability was measured with two subtests from the British 

Ability Scales 3 (BAS 3) (Elliot & Smith, 2011) test battery, one verbal and one non-verbal. 

Verbal ability was measured with the ‘naming vocabulary’ subtest, where participants were 

shown a selection of picture cards, one at a time, and asked to name the depicted objects. Non-

verbal cognitive ability was measured with the ‘picture similarities’ subtest, where participants 

were shown a series of picture cards and asked to place their respective cards on top of one out 

four possible alternative slots on a board. Only one slot shared a relationship with the 

participant’s card, and the subtest measured the children’s abilities to make logical inferences. 

The two tests were given in random order to avoid systematic bias related to limited 

concentration spans or mild fatigue over time. On both subtests, correct answers gave one point, 

while incorrect answers or no answer were scored as zero. Subsequently, raw scores were 
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converted to standardized scores (called ability scores) in accordance with the scoring rules of 

BAS 3. These ability scores served as our two cognitive outcomes. 

 ECEC quality. Quality ratings were conducted observationally and measured with the 

Infant/Toddler Environment Rating Scale-Revised (ITERS-R) tool (Harms, Cryer, & Clifford, 

2003). In its entirety, the scale comprises 39 items that are grouped into the following subscales: 

1) Space and furnishings, 2) Personal care routines, 3) Listening and talking, 4) Activities, 5) 

Interaction, 6) Program structure, and 7) Parents and staff. The seven subscales are intended to 

represent different dimensions of quality for infants and toddlers in ECEC. The dimensionality of 

the instrument, however, has been contested, as factor analyses have indicated that ITERS-R 

better describes one global quality dimension instead of seven distinct dimensions (Bisceglia, 

Perlmana, Schaackb, & Jenkinsa, 2009). As a consequence, we collapsed the subscales into a 

total ECEC quality index by computing the mean of the individual items. The calculation was 

performed on a subset of the ITERS-R scale, consisting of the first 32 items from subscales 1-6, 

with items from the seventh (7. Parents and staff) omitted (information on subscale 7 was not 

collected by the BePro / GoBaN project, as it does not measure facilities for children). Possible 

values spanned from 1 (lowest quality) to 7 (highest quality). All raters received training from 

ITERS-R-certified researchers. Inter-rater reliability was high (≥ 80%), and ratings were 

conducted in accordance with Harms et al. (2003). 

Socioeconomic background and covariates. Information about socioeconomic 

background factors and covariates came mostly from the parent interview. Income was defined 

as the gross annual income of the household and reported in Norwegian currency (NOK; 1 NOK 

= 0.11 Euro). Thirty-two families reported an annual income above the 95th percentile, while 38 

families reported income levels below the 5th percentile–these were treated as outliers. Parents’ 

educational levels were reported in the categories: 1) up to minimum compulsory education, 2) 
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post-secondary vocational school, 3) post-secondary education, 4) bachelor’s degree or lower 

university degree, 5) master’s degree or higher university degree, and 6) other; the ‘other’ 

category (52 cases) was omitted from analysis because of its non-linear relationship with the 

preceding categories. From the provided information on maternal and paternal educational 

attainment, we created the composite measure ‘highest attained education in the family’. Parents 

also provided information on weekly work hours, ethnicity (subsequently dichotomized as 

whether or not they were Norwegian), children’s age at entry into ECEC, number of siblings, 

birth weight, and how often they read and played numbers games with their children. Center 

locations (municipalities) are referred to as ‘sites’ in the tables and listed in random order to 

preserve region anonymity. 

Two additional variables were obtained through a combination of sources: gender was 

derived from the provided national identification number of the participating child, and 

children’s age at cognitive assessment was calculated from birth date information and reported 

date of assessment. 

 

Statistical Approach 

Prior to conducting the statistical analyses, we made several adjustments to the data. 

First, we standardized the cognitive outcome variables to z-scores in order to ease interpretability 

and comparability of the estimated regression coefficients (B). As a result, the reported 

regression coefficients represent the predicted standard deviation difference in cognitive 

performance given a one unit increase in the independent variable of interest. Second, we limited 

the influence of outliers by winsorization–replacing extreme values with more probable values 

relative to the sample distribution (see Ghosh & Vogt, 2012). Values above the 95th percentile 

were therefore replaced with the 95th percentile, and similarly, values below the 5th percentile 
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were replaced with the 5th percentile. Last, we dealt with the issue of missing data. Although 

most of the collected data were complete, information on income was a notable exception–with 

12.5% missing values. To try to correct for this, we used regression imputation to estimate the 

most likely income levels for the missing cases based on other information provided, such as 

maternal and paternal education. 

Following these data adjustments, we tested our research hypotheses by performing a 

series of ordinary least squares (OLS) multiple regression models. To account for the possibility 

of within-cluster correlated errors, resulting from children being grouped together in ECEC 

centers and thus producing too narrow confidence intervals (see Cameron & Miller, 2015), we  

reported cluster-robust standard errors–on center level. In total, we estimated four regression 

models. The first model (Table A1: model 1) tested the hypothesis that children’s non-verbal 

ability at age 3 years varied as a function of center quality. The model was fitted by regressing 

non-verbal ability scores on ECEC center quality ratings (ITERS-R score), while controlling for 

family background factors; age at time of test; and other covariates (listed under Measures).  

Similarly, the second model (Table A1: model 2) tested the hypothesis that verbal cognitive 

ability at age 3 years varied as a function of ECEC center quality and was fitted by regressing 

verbal performance scores on ECEC quality rating and the aforementioned covariates. Thus, both 

models differed only in outcome measure, while containing the same set of independent 

variables. 

Further, we assessed whether the association between ECEC quality and cognitive ability 

at age three was moderated by family income and education, by including two-way interaction 

terms (𝐸𝐶𝐸𝐶	𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦	 × 	𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒,	& 𝐸𝐶𝐸𝐶	𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦	 × ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡	𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙	𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡) in 

the regression models (Table A1: model 3 & 4). These interactions were also inspected visually 

from Figure 1A-B and Fig. 2A-B, which show the estimated associations between ECEC quality 
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and cognitive performance at age three (y-axis) across children from different family 

backgrounds pertaining to income level and educational attainment (x-axis). 

Finally, we considered the potential influence of selection bias. Systematic differences in 

parental preferences for ECEC centers based on specific characteristics could result in some 

children gaining access to higher quality care than other children as a result of their family 

background. We therefore addressed this issue in our last model (Table A1: model 5) by 

regressing ECEC quality on variables that might be related to either parental choices, 

background or child characteristics. The model predictors included: family income; highest 

attained education in the family; parental ethnicity; number of children in the family; maternal 

work hours; reading frequency; child gender; child enrollment age; and child birth weight. 

 

Results 

A substantial proportion of the children in the study came from families with an annual income 

level close to the population median for families with 0-6 year-olds (𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 =

1,000,000	𝑁𝑂𝐾	[𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠] − 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡	𝑡𝑜	111,039	𝐸𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑠, 𝑆𝐷 = 	370,306	𝑁𝑂𝐾 −

𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡	𝑡𝑜	41,118	𝐸𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑠) (Statistics Norway, 2014). Yet, educational levels among parents 

were high, with a majority (84.2%) coming from families with at least one parent having attained 

university level education. Nearly all children (92.1%) attended ECEC full-time (𝑀 =

7.3	ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠/𝑑𝑎𝑦, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 4	ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠, 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 9	ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.85	ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠) and were enrolled in 

centers of varying quality–ranging mostly between ‘minimal’ and ‘good’ (𝑀 = 3.98, 𝑆𝐷 =

0.76,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 1.65,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 5.9). During ECEC, the children were assessed on two cognitive 

outcomes–one verbal (𝑀	 = 	93.8, 𝑆𝐷	 = 	20.87), and one non-verbal (𝑀	 = 	78.55, 𝑆𝐷	 =

	11.43). Performance on these assessments indicated that the outcomes were only modestly 

correlated (𝑟	 = 	0.33, 𝑝	 < 	0.001), reflecting the different aspects of cognitive development 
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they are intended to measure. (A full list of descriptive statistics for all variables are displayed in 

Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of all model variables. 

Variables N Min Max Mean SD 
 
Cognitive Outcomes:  

     

     Non-verbal ability score 798 25 133 78.52 11.48 
     Verbal ability score 789 10 140 93.83 21.09 
 
Observed ECEC Quality Rating: 

     

     ITERS-R score 800 1.65 5.9 3.98 0.76 
      
Parent-reported SES Variables:      
     Highest attained ed. in the family 787 0 5 3.18 0.93 
     Income (in 100K NOK) 795* 3.2 18 10 3.63 
     Mother’s weekly work hrs. 800 0 55 30.99 13.27 
     Father’s weekly work hrs. 800 0 75 36.45 11.93 
      
Parent-reported Child Variables:      
     Freq. letter play  800 0 5 1.80 1.54 
     Freq. numeral play  800 0 5 3.22 1.12 
     Freq. reading 800 0 5 2.9 0.79 
     Number of siblings 800 0 5 1.07 0.90 
     Days in ECEC pr. week 798 3 5 4.91 0.33 
     Hours in ECEC pr. day 798 4 9 7.30 0.85 
     Birth weight (in kg.) 800 1.25 4.9 3.5 0.54 
     Age at ECEC entry 800 6 36 14.78 3.86 
      
Additional Covariates:      
     Child’s age at assessment 800 31.08 42.84 35.26 2.29 
     Child’s gender (male = 1) 800 0.506 0.5 0 1 
      
* = 12.5% of the cases in income were imputed. 

 

Examining the relationship between ECEC quality and children’s cognitive development 

at age three, we found that cognitive performance did not vary as a function of ECEC quality 

after adjusting for covariates in the regression models (Table A1: model 1 & 2). This was true for 
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both cognitive outcomes, as ECEC quality did not predict either verbal performance (𝐵	 =

	−0.01 𝑝	 = 	0.814) or non-verbal performance (𝐵	 = 	−0.022, 𝑝	 = 	0.657) at age three. The 

same pattern was found consistently between different socioeconomic subgroups, since the 

relationship between ECEC quality and cognitive development did not vary significantly across 

parental income (Figure 1A & Figure 2A) or education (Figure 1B & Figure 2B) distributions. 

Consequently, both the hypothesis that cognitive performance at age three was associated with 

ECEC center quality, and that this association was moderated by parental income and education, 

were therefore rejected. 

To assess the possibility of the results being affected by selection bias, we also examined 

the relationship between family background factors, region and ECEC center quality ratings 

(Table A1: model 5). The results show that children with well-educated parents were more likely 

to attend higher quality ECEC than children from less educated families, even after controlling 

for region (site); a one unit increase in educational attainment in the family was associated with a 

0.095 point increase in ECEC quality rating (𝑝 < 0.01). In contrast to parental education, family 

income did not predict ECEC quality (𝐵 = −0.007, 𝑝 = 0.42). In general, there were few 

quality differences between regions, with only one region (site 6) being associated with 

significantly lower ECEC quality (𝐵UVWXY = 	−0.566, 𝑝 < 0.01) than the reference category. 

 

Figure 1A-B. Effect of ECEC quality on non-verbal outcome across family income (A), and 

education (B) distributions 
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Figure 1. Plots depicting the estimated regression slopes of ECEC quality on children’s non-verbal ability at age three years 
across different family income (A) and education (B) levels. Estimated regression coefficients are shown along the Y-axis, and 
family background variables along the x-axis. Household income has been scaled to 100K NOK (equivalent to 11 104 Euros). 
Highest attained parental education is categorical (see Socioeconomic background and covariates section). Gray area in plot A, 
and vertical lines in plot B, represent the 95 confidence intervals. Dotted lines mark zero correlation. 

 

Figure 2A-B. Effect of ECEC quality on verbal outcome across family income (A), and 

education (B) distributions 

 

Figure 2. Plots depicting the estimated regression slopes of ECEC quality on children’s verbal ability at age three years across 
different family income (A) and education (B) levels. Estimated regression coefficients are shown along the Y-axis, and family 
background variables along the x-axis. Household income has been scaled to 100K NOK (equivalent to 11 104 Euros). Highest 
attained parental education is categorical (see Socioeconomic background and covariates section). Gray area in plot A, and 
vertical lines in plot B, represent 95%-confidence intervals. Dotted lines mark zero relationship. 

 

Sensitivity analysis and robustness checks 

In order to assess the robustness of the estimates, we re-specified the models in a number of 

ways. First, we conducted the analyses without data imputations (parental income had 12.5% 

imputed cases), which produced consistent estimates with models containing imputations. 

Second, we checked for domain-specific effects of ECEC quality by including ratings on all 
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available ITERS-R subscales (1-6) (listed under Measures) as predictors in the regression 

models. As expected, due to the unidimensionality of the ITERS-R scale (see Bisceglia et al., 

2009), neither subscale was more predictive than the aggregated total score used in the primary 

analyses. 

Third, we replaced ‘highest attained education in the family’ with ‘maternal education’ in 

the interaction analyses on socioeconomic subgroups due to some indication that maternal 

education may be more important to children’s development than paternal education (Mercy & 

Carr Steelman, 1982). However, the choice was inconsequential to the results. 

Fourth, we assessed whether the relationship between ECEC quality and cognitive ability 

was dose-dependent (𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦	 × 	𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠	𝑖𝑛	𝐸𝐶𝐸𝐶	𝑝𝑒𝑟	𝑑𝑎𝑦), but the effect of quality was absent 

regardless of how many hours the children spent in ECEC (in the range 4-9 hours).  

Last, we took into account that there was some–albeit limited–indication of regional 

differences in level of ECEC quality provided for the children. As a final robustness check, we 

therefore tested whether the effect of quality on verbal and non-verbal ability differed depending 

on region (𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦	 × 	𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠), but it did not. 

 
Discussion 

In this study of ECEC quality and cognitive development, we found no evidence that verbal 

or non-verbal abilities at age three are associated with ECEC quality. Nor did we find that 

socioeconomic background moderates the relationship, as there was no association between 

ECEC quality and the cognitive outcomes for either advantaged (high SES) or disadvantaged 

(low SES) children. Because previous studies in other countries have typically reported small but 

significant associations between ECEC quality and cognitive development (see Burchinal et al., 

2011), the current null findings may reflect contextual differences between the present and 

previous research. 
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One explanation for the discrepancy may be that the children in this study were sufficiently 

stimulated at home, and that ECEC quality did little to further advance their development. Many 

of the parents were highly educated, middle class workers, with access to substantial welfare 

benefits–all of which are factors that may contribute positively to children’s home-environments. 

As such, their children may have been particularly robust. However, 7% of the sample also 

consisted of children coming from disadvantaged (low income) families, which were 

hypothesized to be more strongly associated with effects of ECEC quality. This hypothesis was 

partly based on earlier studies indicating that most of the positive effect of attending Norwegian 

ECEC can be attributed to children of uneducated mothers (Havnes & Mogstad, 2011)–

suggesting that disadvantaged children do not have equally stimulating home environments as 

their advantaged peers. The lack of association between ECEC quality and cognitive 

development across socioeconomic subgroups in the sample is therefore hard to explain. 

Possibly, the range of ECEC quality in the study centers may have been too narrow, in the 

sense that the centers did not offer something substantially different from each other. As noted 

by Hatfield et al. (2016), much of the effect of ECEC quality may stem from exposure to the 

upper range of the quality spectrum, suggesting that the association between ECEC quality and 

cognitive outcomes may best be modeled non-linearly. However, we were unable to reproduce 

this in our study, as no signs of nonlinearities were present–although this may also be a reflection 

of the relatively modest number of high-quality centers in the sample. 

Another explanation for why we could not find an effect of ECEC quality relates to the 

quality measure itself–ITERS-R. ITERS-R is primarily a measure of structural quality, and while 

structural quality may be easier to measure, process quality may be more likely to be predictive 

of cognitive outcomes. Furthermore, there has not been conducted any validation studies of the 

scale in Norway, where the pedagogical approach to early education is somewhat different from 
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the context in which it originated. For example, free and uninterrupted play (i.e. low levels of 

adult engagement during free play), and high levels of child involvement are often considered to 

be hallmarks of Norwegian ECEC (Norwegian Ministry of Research and Education, 2013). 

Thus, it may very well be the case that aspects of the Norwegian ECEC pedagogy that 

potentially relates most strongly to cognitive development are not measured appropriately by 

ITERS-R. Consequently, although the participating children were exposed to a range of different 

ECEC settings according to ITERS-R, these ECEC settings may nevertheless not have differed 

substantially in ways that were important to the children’s cognitive development. 

The present study’s failure to find an effect of ECEC quality emphasizes the difficulty of 

modeling complex relationships between cognitive development and ECEC settings based on 

observed quality measures. Nevertheless, it is our hope that the insights gained from this study 

may help steer future studies towards research designs that are increasingly able to further assess 

this important topic. 

A notable limitation of the study is that it is based on observational (non-experimental) 

data. Although steps were taken to account for some plausible sources of bias, conditioning on 

covariates is unlikely to fully satisfy the ignorability assumption (Morgan & Winship, 2007). 

Furthermore, the data were also cross-sectional–leaving out the possibility of tracking cognitive 

abilities over time. Accordingly, children’s cognitive development had to be deduced from their 

abilities at age 3 years. As such, in the absence of pre-test measures, developmental trajectories 

between time of ECEC entry and age three years could not be isolated. Obtaining such pre-test 

measures, however, would ultimately be infeasible, as most of the participating children were 

enrolled around infancy 

Finally, it is worth considering the external validity (generalizability) of the study. 

Although educational levels in Norway are relatively high, the proportion of parents with 
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university level education in the sample was twice the Norwegian average (Statistics Norway, 

2015). This may in part be because sampling was restricted to centers located in close proximity 

to universities (mostly residing in urban areas), where educational levels are expectedly higher. 

However, it could also be an artefact of the parental recruitment process, given that highly 

educated parents may be more likely to accept the offer to participate in the study. Whatever the 

cause, generalizability to other populations may be limited. 

 

Conclusion 

In summary, we found ECEC quality–as measured by ITERS-R–not to be associated with 

children’s cognitive development at age three years in a context of near universal access to 

ECEC. Furthermore, we found no evidence supporting the hypothesis that children from low 

SES backgrounds gain more from ECEC quality than their comparatively advantaged peers.  
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Appendix 

Table A1. Regression table 
 Dependent variable 

 Non-verbal  
ability 

Verbal ability Non-verbal 
ability 

Verbal ability ECEC Quality 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
(Intercept) -3.091** (0.884) -3.436*** (0.884) -3.590** (1.100) -2.008. (1.149)  3.253*** (0.278) 

Age at ECEC entry  0.002 (0.011) -0.011 (0.009)  0.001 (0.012) -0.014 (0.010)  0.023** (0.007) 

Birth weight  0.016 (0.063)  0.077 (0.071)  0.014 (0.063)  0.084 (0.078)  0.082* (0.039) 

Days in ECEC -0.204* (0.085) -0.046 (0.110) -0.202* (0.085) -0.090 (0.105) - 

Highest ed.  0.051 (0.045)  0.055 (0.041)  0.183 (0.201) -0.039 (0.222)  0.095** (0.034) 

Hours in ECEC  0.091* (0.045) -0.043 (0.042)  0.091* (0.045) -0.085. (0.046) - 

Income  0.014 (0.011)  0.016 (0.011)  0.021 (0.046)  0.019 (0.049) -0.007 (0.009) 

Quality -0.022 (0.050) -0.010 (0.044)  0.107 (0.144) -0.099 (0.183) - 

Quality × Highest ed. - - -0.034 (0.048)  0.020 (0.060) - 

Quality × Income - - -0.002 (0.011)  0.000 (0.013) - 

Gender -0.079 (0.069) -0.147* (0.063) -0.082 (0.069) -0.141* (0.065)  0.001 (0.052) 

Mother’s work hours  0.000 (0.004)  0.004 (0.004)  0.001 (0.004)  0.007 (0.004)  0.002 (0.002) 

Norwegian parents  0.080 (0.097)  0.627*** (0.087)  0.077 (0.097) - -0.071 (0.065) 

Freq. numeral play  0.031 (0.035) -0.029 (0.029)  0.031 (0.035) -0.027 (0.031) -0.006 (0.025) 

Age at test  0.084*** (0.017)  0.090*** (0.017)  0.084*** (0.017)  0.088*** (0.018) - 

Freq. reading  0.014 (0.054)  0.050 (0.047)  0.015 (0.054)  0.036 (0.048) -0.024 (0.031) 

Number of siblings -0.015 (0.036) -0.029 (0.044) -0.016 (0.036) -0.037 (0.046)  0.003 (0.024) 

Site 1 -0.110 (0.121) -0.420** (0.124) -0.115 (0.123) -0.416** (0.135)  0.333. (0.199) 

Site 2  0.314* (0.127)  0.136 (0.110)  0.312* (0.129)  0.073 (0.115) -0.030 (0.240) 

Site 3 -0.124 (0.127) -0.304** (0.108) -0.132 (0.130) -0.357** (0.110)  0.186 (0.250) 

Site 4  0.848*** (0.117)  0.213* (0.106)  0.847*** (0.119)  0.292** (0.098) -0.121 (0.184) 

Site 5  0.269 (0.163)  0.162 (0.146)  0.276. (0.163)  0.162 (0.122) -0.424 (0.682) 

Site 6 -0.154 (0.126) -0.260* (0.103) -0.152 (0.128) -0.276** (0.097) -0.566** (0.208) 

Observations 780 780 780 780 780 

Note: Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses. Father’s weekly work hours was omitted due to high correlation with 

mother’s weekly work hours. ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; .p < 0.1 


